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THE  FULCRUM 
         ISSUE 3/2021 

   PARTING SHOT FROM THE DIRECTOR GENERAL 

 

2021 has come and gone-how time flies! When Plato said; “Necessity is the mother of          
invention,” he must have had SAZ in mind. Looking back to the beginning of the year, it is difficult 
to imagine how much the Association has evolved. I am proud that, SAZ has enjoyed              
unprecedented success during the year and has also taken bold, courageous and innovative 
steps in its quest to be the centre of excellence through standards.  

Notable Achievements in 2021; 

-Election of SAZ onto ISO Council (2021-2023). Zimbabwe is ISO Gender Action Champion for 
Africa and the Arab States 

-Election to ARSO Council (2019-2022) and Champion for Mutual Recognition Agreements 

-Zimbabwe was named 2nd & 3rd Winner in the Continental ARSO Competition 

- Elected to Chair SADCSTAN for period 2021-2022 

-Hosted successful stakeholder consultative workshops throughout the year 

-Continued accreditation for Training, Certification, Testing, Inspection 

-Completed refurbishment of The Excellence Hub administrative block (official opening in 2022) 

-Recapitalisation of laboratories and offices to improve efficiency 

-Digital Transformation journey 

-Launched the SAZ Web Store 

- DG is Executive Committee Chair of Africa 4th Industrial Revolution Standardisation Strategy (A4IRSS), a project commissioned by 
ARSO in partnership with IEEE SA (USA). This Strategy was launched virtually on 09 Dec 2021.    

Challenges 

Notwithstanding all these positive achievements, the Association did experience a number of setbacks mainly induced by the COVID-
19 which negatively impacted the operating environment. The organisation soldiered on and continued to build resilience of its opera-
tions by fine tuning its policies to align them to current realities. 

Way Forward in 2022 

The coming year promises to be an eventful one. We are really looking forward to executing a number of transformative projects 
through our key strategic units. The Association will continue to drive relevance and to influence local, regional and international initia-
tives as it pursues its Standardisation agenda. Our commitment is to support Government’s vision articulated in the National Develop-
ment Strategy (NDS1), UN SDGs and Agenda 2030. In particular, SAZ will continue to strengthen its capacity and capabilities to sup-
port its stakeholders. In line with its Standardisation mandate, SAZ will embrace opportunities presented by the 4IR and AfCFTA to 
support digitalisation and exports.  

Looking forward to meeting you face to face in the New Year- Merry Christmas!  
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   WE HAVE GONE ONLINE  
 

 

 

We are happy to announce that the Webstore is now running. The platform currently offers        
standards purchase, training registrations and certification applications for both product and       
management systems. Payments of other services such as testing and inspections can also be 
done through the webstore. We believe this will offer easy access to the Association’s products and 
services and also reduce physical interactions.  The webstore is one of the many ways the            
Association has digitalised its processes for efficiency after successfully introducing online            
certification audits and trainings in 2020. 

 

 8TH ARSO Continental Essay Winners in Pictures 
 

. 

SAZ Director General handing over Certificate to the 8th Conti-
nental Essay 3rd Winner Lincoln Majogo- from the University of 
Zimbabwe 

SAZ Director General handing over Certificate to the 8th 
Continental Essay 2nd Winner Shannel Bingepinge        
from the University of Chinhoyi and Technology  
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                           2021 SDIT APPOINTMENTS  

 The Association appointed Ms Romana Marunda to the position of              
Director-  Standards Development, Information and Training (SDIT). 

Romana is a standards expert with 29 years experience in standards                    
development at national, regional, continental and international level. She             
represents Zimbabwe in various Standards Development Organizations’        
structures. 

She is a holder of various recognition and appreciation awards for contribution 
to standards development and harmonization at national and regional levels. 
Congratulations to Romana. 

 

                 
Prosper Josiah Machuve joins the Association as the chief information officer. He 
has 15 years experience in academic library and information management. The 
Association welcomes Prosper to this new role. 

 

 

      STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC COMMENTS! 
The following standards are available on our website for public commenting: 

 DZWS 122 Dog and Cat food 

 DZWS Pig feeds 

 DZWS 517 Poultry Feeds 

 DZWS 518 Cattle feeds 

 ZWS ISO 4198 Surface active agents-Detergents for Handwashing-Guide for comparative test-
ing of performance. 

Visit www.saz.org.zw  for more details. 
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SAZ publishes a standard for distance learning  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Standards Association of Zimbabwe, through the Learning Services Technical Committee: SE 
009 has published a standard ZWS ISO 29994:2021: Education and learning services — Require-
ments for distance learning. After deliberating on the benefits of the standard to the Zimbabwean 
distance learning service providers (DLSPs), TC: SE009 agreed to adopt the standard for use in 
Zimbabwe. The purpose of the standard is to set guidelines for the provision of distance learning 
services. 

As ISO says,” the aims of this standard are to improve transparency and enhance the credibility of 
distance learning services, to protect consumers by preventing prejudicial practices and to improve 
the quality of distance learning services for all interested parties.” 

The TC: SE009: Learning services, saw it befitting to protect Zimbabwean consumers of distance 
learning services. Currently distance learning is being provided in Zimbabwe without adequate con-
trols in place to include monitoring of such service providers. With this standard in place, it is envis-
aged that both distance learning service providers and learners will immensely benefit from provid-
ing and getting the services in an environment of uniformity and integrity.  

 

What are the benefits of ISO 29994 to Distance Learning Service Providers (DLSPs)? 

DLSPs who will adopt this standard are set to immensely benefit in a variate of ways. Below is an 
outline of some of the key benefits for adopting this standard by the service providers: 

 The learning needs of learners will have to be analyzed by qualified staff and or technology-
based tools to ensure training is delivered within the specified scope. 

 The design of distance learning service that has a provision for active participation of learners. 
 Provide the entire value chain with actionable data regarding learner progress, including guid-

ance for how to further support the learning. 
 The provision of distance learning services to individuals with special needs and who require 

special accommodations, thus preventing discrimination 
            

                Cont. on page 5 
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 For technology-supported distance learning services (which is more prevalent in this age), pro-
vide details of technical requirements, such as necessary equipment, internet access and 
bandwidth, and minimum computer skill for the benefit of both service providers and learners. 

 Technology-supported distance learning service will be protected from cyber-crime and with 
adequate safeguards of data protection.  

 Provide support to learners based on guidance material offered by this standard. 
 Equip their distance learning staff with the required training and tools to support effective deliv-

ery of the learning service. 
And with standards in place service providers will have means of monitoring and measuring ser-
vice provision.  

Benefits to Learners and Sponsors 

To the learners and their sponsors, it will be a big welcome getting a distance learning service 
from an organization that will have adopted the standard. Distance learning comes at a cost, so 
there must be value for money. 

On another note, the COVID-19 pandemic has brought serious challenges for classroom learning. 
Distance learning has been introduced on a large-scale country wide. The Zimbabwe we know, is 
known for delivering quality education, and this must include all forms of education to include dis-
tance learning. 

For your copy contact Prosper Machuve :  standards@saz.org.zw; 0242 885511/2; mobile 
0773 391 884 

Compiled by TC SE009. Lead author: Mr Felix Nyangani 

Please stay safe! 

 

 Mask Up 

 

 Wash hands Often or    
Sanitise 

 

 Maintain Social Distance 

 

         And  

 

 Do not Drink and Drive 
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 2021 WORLD STANDARDS DAY 

As we continue to battle global challenges such as climate change, COVID-19 and inequality, now, 
more than ever, we need to work together to make sustainable change. “A shared vision for a better 
world” was the theme of this year’s World Standards Day, which marked the start of a multi-year 
campaign aimed at raising awareness of how international standards contribute to the United Na-
tions Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

The SDGs offer a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet. Global action 
to achieve these goals will require the cooperation of private and public organizations across the 
world. International standards are based on international consensus and collaboration, empowering 
countries with practical solutions to face sustainability challenges head on. Below are messages   
delivered on 14 October by ISO,IEC and ITU Leadership: 

ISO President Eddy Njoroge -“Today, we face an urgent challenge to ‘build back better’ and 
standards are more relevant and more applicable than ever. The COVID-19 pandemic has high-
lighted and exacerbated existing inequalities that risk setting us back in achieving the SDGs. 

“Standards are a proven way to help level the playing field, improving global health, creating infra-
structure that responds to a changed world, and improving the resilience of people, businesses and 
organizations everywhere.” 

IEC President Yinbiao Shu: “Access to sustainable electricity is the cornerstone of economic de-
velopment and a key condition to achieve all SDGs. Standards contain the know-how and expertise 
of thousands of experts to ensure the safety, sustainability and interoperability of all relevant sys-
tems and devices. They help mitigate climate change, provide access to better care and education, 
more efficient manufacturing, and ensure the delivery of basic services which, in turn, help stabilize 
societies.” 

ITU Secretary-General Houlin Zhao: “As we take global action to achieve the SDGs, we can rein-
force this action by working together in international standardization. The COVID-19 pandemic high-
lighted how closely we are interconnected, but also the many divides we must still overcome. Inclu-
sive standardization processes help us to advance together. Let us renew our resolve to ensure that 
progress towards the SDGs is inclusive of everyone around the world.” 

World Standards Day is organized by the world’s leading developers of international standards IEC, 
ISO and ITU. Together, they collaborate on many relevant initiatives under the banner of the World 
Standards Cooperation. 
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      For Feedback and Enquiries Contact: 

   Standards Association of Zimbabwe 

      1 Northend Close Northridge Park 

              Borrowdale 

        Tel.885511/2 or email 

gdube@saz.org.zw ,marketing@saz.org.zw 

       rmarunda@saz.org.zw 

  www.saz.org.zw 


